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Executive Summary

The goal of the “Keeping Data Science Broad” series of webinars and workshops was to garner community input into pathways for keeping data science education broadly inclusive across sectors, institutions, and populations. Input was collected from data science programs across the nation, either traditional or alternative, and from a range of institution types including community colleges, minority-led and minority-serving institutions, liberal arts colleges, tribal colleges, universities, and industry partners. The series consisted of two webinars (August 2017 and September 2017) leading up to a workshop (November 2017) exploring the future of data science education and workforce at institutions of higher learning that are primarily teaching-focused. A third follow-up webinar was held after the workshop (January 2018) to report on outcomes and next steps. Program committee members were chosen to represent a broad spectrum of communities with a diversity of geography (West, Northeast, Midwest, and South), discipline (Computer Science, Math, Statistics, and Domains), as well as institution type (Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU’s), Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSI’s), other Minority-Serving Institutions (MSI’s), Community College's (CC’s), 4-year colleges, Tribal Colleges, R1 Universities, Government and Industry Partners). This series is co-sponsored by the National Science Foundation - Directorates of Computer & Information Science & Engineering (CISE), Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS), Education and Human Resources (EHR), and Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE); the South Big Data Innovation Hub; and the Georgia Tech Institute for Data Engineering and Science.

Webinar 1: Data Science in the Traditional Context

The initial webinar highlighted universities, teaching institutions, community colleges, HBCU or other minority-serving institutions that have implemented data science undergraduate programs as case studies for workshop participants to consider and compare in their own contexts. In order, the speakers were:

- Renata Rawlings-Goss, Georgia Tech (Moderator)
- Paul Anderson, College of Charleston
- Mary Rudis, Great Bay Community College
- Karl Schmitt, Valparaiso University
- Pei Xu, Auburn University
- Herman “Gene” Ray, Kennesaw State University

Discussion included how institutions combated (1) being an unknown entity, (2) recruiting, (3) designing an effective capstone (4) performance gaps of non-white, female and first generation college students (5) differentiating similar programs and (6) recruiting qualified faculty. Webinars are archived and available for public viewing on the South Big Data Hub YouTube Channel.

Webinar 2: Alternative Avenues for Data Science Education

The second webinar highlighted efforts that built data science education capacity outside of the context of traditional curricular program development, illustrating alternative means of spreading data literacy and just-in-time skills. In order, the speakers were:

- Renata Rawlings-Goss, Georgia Tech (Moderator)
- Lior Shamir, Lawrence Technical University
- Tracy Teal, Data Carpentry
- Stephen Uzzo, New York Hall of Science
- Al Herron, The Breakfast Group
- Sarah Stone, Data Science for Social Good
Discussion included integration of data science into courses and curricula outside of the traditional CS/math/stats context (i.e. Arts and Humanities) through (1) expansion of capacity by integration of third party or shared resources (i.e. MOOCs and open source educational resources) into curricula, and (2) adding additional educational options outside of traditional courses (i.e. Faculty training, Data Science for Social Good Programs, and Bootcamps). Webinars are archived and available for public viewing on the South Big Data Hub YouTube Channel.

**Webinar 3: The Big Picture for a Big Data Science Education Network - Next Steps**
The third webinar was the wrap-up to the six-month Keeping Data Science Broad Series (August 2017 – January 2018). It gave an overview of the previous webinars, workshop, community report, and next steps, as well as highlighted specific projects and working groups that participants could get involved in for the future. In order, the speakers were:

- Renata Rawlings-Goss, Georgia Tech (Moderator)
- Nicholas Horton, Amherst College
- Lillian (Boots) Cassel, Villanova University
- Yuri Demchenko, Universitat van Amsterdam
- Melissa Cragin, Midwest Big Data Hub
- Catherine Cramer, New York Hall of Science
- Karl Schmitt, Valparaiso University

Discussion included new and upcoming South Hub Education Workgroup Projects, a summary of this workshop report as well as domestic and international project groups. Webinars are archived and available for public viewing on the South Big Data Hub YouTube Channel.

**Workshop: Negotiating the Digital and Data Divide**
Building upon the case studies and discussions at the two webinars, an interactive workshop was designed for over sixty participants from data science programs across the country. The goal was to enable researchers and educators from primarily teaching-focused institutions, (i.e. community colleges, four year liberal arts colleges, and minority serving institutions) to understand and begin to address questions about how best to prepare institutions to teach the data science students of 2025. Participants were encouraged to highlight challenges related to capacity building and capability within their institutions or disciplines, and also to systematically catalog ideas regarding what a vision of a bright future would look like for data science. Participants formed writing groups and then shepherded ideas from individual thoughts to clustered topic areas into white papers. From those efforts, twenty-nine white papers were produced during the two day workshop. Following the workshop, an editing team consisting of workshop participants and South Hub staff, distilled from the twenty-nine white papers eight combined theme areas that had emerged as both a current challenge and an area ripe for envisioning the future. These Linked Challenge-Vision areas are presented in more depth in the following report and are a combination of input from the webinars 1 and 2, the twenty-nine workshop white papers and notes, as well as a community input form hosted by the South Big Data Hub open for public comment for a period of six months (August 2017 through January 2018).

**Linked Challenge-Vision Areas:**

1. **Access to Data** discusses the challenge of providing data and how to accomplish data availability across a broad group of stakeholders.
2. **Assessment & Evaluation** addresses the broad need for credentialing, assessment, and evaluation when it comes to data science programs.
3. **Curriculum** takes a high level look at data science curricula and topics such as experiential learning, innovations in teaching, and data science program goals.
4. **Data Literacy** tackles the definitions within data science, infusing data science into non-STEM courses, and the link to general critical thinking skills as well as student needs.

5. **Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity** highlights the clear need for continued focus on including the broadest groups of the population in opportunities surrounding data, including workforce concerns and access to technology for all in order to increase an American talent pool.

6. **Ethics** outlines the ethical concerns as well as social good stemming from data and its products.

7. **Faculty, Staffing, and Collaborations** recognizes the needs of faculty and staff to support new efforts as well as institutional barriers and opportunities calling out the need for cross-disciplinary and cross-sector collaboration to make the data science pipeline viable.

8. **The Pipeline to Higher Education** approaches taking a high level view of the full data science pipeline from general education and K-12, to undergraduate education, graduate education, and professional worker “upskilling”, with a focus on the pipeline from two-year colleges to four-year colleges.

**Top 10 Asks from the Community:**
As a final step, participants were asked to give the top “asks” they would make of the data science community to ensure a bright future for data science education. The group then voted on each ask, resulting in the top ten asks, or next steps, listed below.

1. Foster partnerships between different institutional types i.e., 2-year and 4-year college partnerships, HBCU, R1, industry and alternative groups.
2. Provide flexible pathways into data science education.
3. Time & space to discuss collaboration, especially with respect to curriculum “holes.”
4. Hiring female faculty, faculty of color, and female faculty of color because it’s hard for students to “become something they have never seen”.
5. Provide free (or subsidized) access to data science resources.
6. Provide access to data literacy tools and resources to students and parents of underrepresented backgrounds/populations/communities.
7. Supply access & training for JupyterHub in data science instruction.
8. Provide examples of curriculum for 2-year colleges degrees, certificates or pathways.
10. Develop data literacy resources for K-12 teachers.
Keeping Data Science Broad: Negotiating the Digital & Data Divide

1. Introduction

Data science, according to many, can be defined as knowledge discovery from data\(^1\). If this is unpacked, it starts with data itself. There is biological data – in the form of DNA, cells, organs and systems within organisms; and chemical data in the form of elements and molecules, isotopes and reactions, form and substance. Physical data is in the form of phenomena such as gravity, electricity, light and sound, heat and motion. In the information age, we now have computerized, digital data. Massive quantities of bits and bytes pass back and forth from devices in our cars, schools, homes, places of worship, social spaces and commercial spaces, to warehouses of stored information. Beyond the physical universe, data is anything that can be measured, quantified or identified with an individual person, place, thing (an object or an idea), event, transaction or phenomena in such a way as to provide means of distinguishing one from another, to make predictions, analyze outcomes, automate a process, or to shape policy and make decisions.

Knowledge discovery is the process by which data is collected, translated when necessary into usable information, aggregated, analyzed and combined with more data which is then refined into even more usable information until enough insight has been gained so that the question is answered or a discovery is made and a goal has been achieved within reasonable margins of error.

As such, data science is broad. Currently, it requires knowledge and skills as diverse as computer science, statistics, mathematics, ethics, and communications, as well as domain knowledge in applications ranging from logistics, retail, fast food, and the arts, and reaching into sectors as disparate as government, smart cities, policy, to finance, biotechnology and healthcare, as well as to energy, and transportation.

Popular books and media are also making the concepts behind statistics and predictive analytics more and more accessible, not only to those in business making decisions everyday, but also to the average man or woman on the street. The onus in many ways is on the community to maintain this broad diversity of interests, sectors, topics, and people into the future. What makes data science so relevant is not only its unparalleled ubiquity and enormous scope, but its potential to improve life and decision-making across a wide variety of areas.

Consequently, as data-driven decision-making becomes more commonplace, having the skills to understand and make sense of data can provide a sense of power to the larger citizenry or conversely powerlessness to communities without these skills. This “Data Divide” separates communities that have access to devices and services that provide rich, data-driven services from those that don’t; it separates data-savvy individuals, and communities that have understanding and awareness of how their data is being collected and used to provide individualized services (and thus informed protections), from those that do not. The economic and social consequences of the Data Divide stratify populations, and severely limit the opportunities of those who are unable to take advantage of the data revolution.

The potential impact of the Data Divide is no less dire for our institutions of higher education. Here, a significant chasm separates research universities that are already developing comprehensive data science

---

programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels from primarily undergraduate-focused institutions (e.g., teaching institutions, community colleges, Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU’s), Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSI’s), other Minority-Serving Institutions (MSI’s)), which are mostly absent and unheard in the movement to develop data science programs. In some cases, such institutions lack the necessary capacity, capability, or resources to develop Data Science programs. These limitations stymie the ability of many types of undergraduate-focused institutions to develop data science-inclusive curricula in a comprehensive way. Comprehensive understanding of the factors that limit data science educational program development, the development of creative and new approaches that integrate data science education into different types of institutions, and a supportive community of practice to enable experimentation with potential solutions are required to enable all institutions to bridge the Data Divide and to provide their students with the opportunities that data science education enables.

Here, we bring together the focused perspectives of over 50 different research institutions, teaching institutions, community colleges, HBCU, HSI’s, and other minority serving institutions interested in supporting data science education on their campuses. We also include perspectives from industry, government and the nonprofit sector on challenges and visions for workforce and education. The goal is to add missing voices to the conversations envisioning the data science discipline and broader education for the benefit of our indivisible nation.

2. Activities

The webinars, survey, and workshop on Negotiating the Digital and Data Divide explored the Data Divide issue by collectively bringing together and garnering input from over a hundred stakeholders at teaching institutions, community colleges, tribal colleges, HBCUs, HSI’s, and minority serving institutions experiencing the divide as well as industry, government, non-profit, and large research universities. Discussed were current programs, challenges related to capacity building, and the capability to envision a bright future state. These discussions also addressed developing data literacy and Data Science acumen; training data science practitioners, and translational data science. A mixed-format of virtual participation in webinars, an online survey, and a two-day in-person workshop event allowed this series to maximize the in-person time spent on discussion and to ensure that participants came to the table well informed of the potential challenges and issues. The goal of the workshop was to enable researchers and educators to understand and to begin to address questions on how to best prepare institutions to teach the data science students of tomorrow and to prepare them for the “data-intensive” and “data-enabled” society, economy, and job market of 2025 and beyond.

Key Topics included:
- What do data science training programs look like for underrepresented institutions?
- Are the challenges similar or unique to the challenges at larger institutions?
- How do we envision future progress taking place?
- What resources may be needed to further strategic goals?

Two pre-workshop webinars were held by the South Big Data Innovation Hub to introduce the “Data Divide” topic and as a forum to bring in speakers that will prime the in-person discussion. The in-person workshop, held in an unconference style to engage the community in high-quality discussions, garnered input on the unique challenges faced by underrepresented institutions in the discussion around data science education. Community members were asked to comment on the Data Divide topic via a community input survey that was open to the public.

During the two-day workshop, attendees completed twenty-nine individual 1-2 page papers on different data science education challenges or vision areas. These white papers were jointly written by teams
of conference attendees and discussed the challenge or vision topics deemed most important by community vote, the stakeholders involved, the impact of addressing this need on the national landscape, as well as initial concrete steps for action.

Authors volunteered to work for 8-weeks after the workshop to combine the 29 white papers into nine overarching theme sections and continue writing on these combined themes. This formed the basis of the final report. One post-workshop webinar "The Big Picture for Big Data Science Education" was held in January 2018 to follow-up with the community on workshop outputs, the report, and next steps, as well as highlight specific projects and working groups that participants would like to start or involve the community in today.

3. Linked Challenge-Vision Areas

Participants identified challenges related to capacity building and capability within the discipline. They also catalogued ideas comprising overarching visions of data science. Compatible topics were merged into combined challenge/vision theme areas, all linking challenges to the enactment of these visions. This section summarizes the eight linked “challenge-vision” areas.

3.1. Access to Data

![Bar Chart: Access to Data](chart)

Figure 1: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=34)

3.1.1. Introduction

There are two distinct aspects to “data access.” The first concerns the ability to locate data that are useful and usable. The second concerns the skills needed to acquire, assess, and use the data. Given that we are living in a new era in which data are part of the social and economic fabric of daily life that drives our interactions with online services, traditional services, and the evolving digital economy, both aspects of “data access” are critical.

With the evolving democratization of machine learning and artificial intelligence and access to public data sets, ordinary citizens have opportunities to ask questions, conduct studies, and gain answers relevant to their own lives. Datasets are being generated at an unprecedented rate through social media and the tech industry, “smart cities” initiatives, via huge systems like energy and water delivery and management systems, transportation, public health, and the education enterprises. The “Internet of Things” is bringing data-enabled decision-making and management into daily home life, onto the manufacturing floor and other job sites through industrial tools and industrial scale 3-D printers, among others.
3.1.2. Stakeholders

Stakeholders include students, faculty, industry partners, non-profit organizations, and government agencies. Curriculum designers are also stakeholders. Academic IT departments also have a stake, as they may be called upon to provide cyber-infrastructure (e.g. sandbox or storage services) or research computing support, either through campus clusters or data centers, cloud environments, or via consortia services.

3.1.3. Broader Impacts

Access to datasets is required to give all students a broad understanding of how and when data are collected, managed, used, monetized, and disposed of. Applications of various data types are required for training and research in all disciplines, including data science, business analysis, artificial intelligence, statistical analysis, journalism, public policy, digital humanities, and most other fields of study. While statisticians have historically been the group most interested in the theoretical characteristics of data, individuals from other disciplines have been more concerned with generating their own datasets, or using datasets unfamiliar to the statistics community at large. Some datasets are generated in entirely new ways, and at a frequency of a single data point per second, or less. Nevertheless, access to data is necessary for all disciplines.

Although access to data is necessary for all disciplines, student and faculty access to data is problematic in some disciplines. For instance, health care claims data is not readily available at the patient level for students and faculty, although the Center for Medicare Statistics does provide some publicly available data. Other datasets are expensive and contain contractual provisions that impact who may see and use the data, and how it is stored.

Other access to data issues are the volume and frequency of data. These issues complicate curriculum design, which can lead to the inclusion of datasets as an afterthought. For example, when a homework or project assignment is given at every educational level, many times not much thought is given to the availability of data.

3.1.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Access to Data

An overarching conclusion from the workshop was that access and usability of good quality datasets was a barrier to teaching. Existing datasets have been, in many cases, thoroughly mined for innovative ideas by students and researchers. In some cases, researchers are unable to publish their data due to legal, compliance, cost, or privacy concerns. Industry is under increasing pressure from regulators and the public to avoid hacking breaches that disclose PII (Personally Identifiable Information) or PHI (Personal Health Care Information). Data from industry is expected to be harder or impossible to access going forward. Thus, some critical barriers are:

- Datasets require a lot of pre-processing
- A lack of interoperable datasets
- Locating available datasets
- Actual retrieving processes
- Lack of access to local or culturally relevant data
- Issues of ethical or legal concern in accessing and using datasets
- Data quality
Understanding the provenance of datasets is critical for curriculum designers and teachers using readily available data. This cannot be left as an afterthought, or as part of quickly assigning a project; metadata and documentation of the origin and processing of data must include details such as:

- How the data were collected or generated, including assumptions;
- Processing methods, including methods for missing data points;
- Intellectual Property information, including ownership, licensing, and any restrictions on use;
- A persistent identifier;

Lack of these kinds of information can have a big impact on which datasets are used.

For instance, inflation reported by the United States and China are measured in different terms, and are not readily comparable. Also, United States inflation series have hedonic adjustments applied\(^2\). The World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and United Nations specify how individual nations should report data to them, and it’s helpful to read and understand the methodology. These are examples of only a few challenges faced with datasets.

Cleaning datasets is also a particular challenge. The process must be designed so it fairly reflects the underlying processes and purposes of the analysis. As one colleague warned us, “Sometimes the algorithms find features of the data that are really just features of the preprocessing!” Training, care and experience are required.

The single most important best practice for cleaning datasets is that the process must be reproducible. Make a read-only archive of the original, raw dataset. Clean the data using scripts or programs written for the purpose, and make sure the scripts are well documented. Write up the methodology used so it’s easy for someone to read the code. Additionally, it’s helpful to ask whether your data is sparse, or just scarce. The answer to this question will influence how the data is cleaned as well as the downstream steps in the modeling pipeline\(^3\).

### 3.1.5. Specific skills and Resources

As an emerging best practice, academic units should have access to resources of an experienced data scientist who reports to a Dean, and is available to all interested faculty. The Goizueta School of Business at Emory University is moving to this model. This vision allows for some centralization of data storage, facilitates cleaning data which may be a poor use of faculty or student time, and serves as an internal consultant to assist faculty with not just teaching, but research projects as well.

The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and data.gov have operated the FRED data portal for at least twenty years\(^4\). The ALFRED data portal, also available via the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, offers another unique look at data collected by the government, which is often useful and not well understood.

---

2 It is expensive to rebase the Consumer Price Index (CPI) since it’s based on a basket of goods commonly purchased by consumers. Thus, statisticians attempt to adjust the CPI to reflect changes in the basket of goods whose prices are collected for the CPI.


Bioinformatics is the computational study of biological systems, including the genome, proteins, enzymes, and how they interact. Building proteins, either from a genomic sequence or otherwise, is a topic of current research and has matured enough to move into startups. Wikipedia has an extensive list of bioinformatics databases available at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_biological_databases.

The resources listed here are examples only. And their availability obscures a deeper problem. Pre-processing data is a challenge, even in well-funded research and industry groups. Archiving cleaned data benefits the entire community, as long as the data processing and cleaning process is reproducible. See the Challenges and Visions section above for further information.

### 3.1.6. Concrete First Steps

Cleaning data is essential to building high-quality models that generalize well with out-of-sample data. This task is tedious, error-prone, and not always the type of intellectual challenge that appeals to faculty. Emerging ideas, such as using machine learning techniques to clean data, are interesting and useful projects for undergraduates and graduate student theses and dissertations. They also serve to illustrate ethical, legal, privacy, and compliance concerns as well, which furthers the goal of integrating data science ethics in ongoing classroom discussions.

Graduate and undergraduate students have different needs for data. In the latter case, it is helpful for students to reproduce the results of others, as closely as they can, to enhance learning. For the former, unique datasets are more important since many publically-available datasets have already been thoroughly mined for insights.

Access and use of datasets is intertwined with ethical, legal, privacy, and compliance concerns. Faculty and students should be aware of issues surrounding the purposes for which data is collected, how the data was collected, where it can be stored, and issues of security of data at rest and data in transfer.

---

Even when data is readily available, the next question is to determine what variable will be modeled. This step involves tagging data for supervised learning. While unsupervised learning models may be used in this step, they are not as familiar to data scientists in industry or academia. Semi-supervised learning has its own problems, since a model that can tag your data is probably what you want in the first place. Anomaly detection is particularly prone to problems, as anomalies are hard to detect by non-domain experts. There are emerging trends, as outlined in a recent O’Reilly podcast. Data scientists at all levels should be aware that the field is changing rapidly in this area.

In addition, there is a need to identify best practices and procedures for dealing with data that has various racial or other biases. These issues will be further discussed in the Ethics section.

### 3.2. Assessment & Evaluation

![Figure 2: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=32)](image)

#### 3.2.1. Introduction

Assessment and evaluation of data science programs require a systematic process whereby data are collected and analyzed to make informed decisions for all of the program’s stakeholders. **Assessment** is defined as the estimation of the nature, quality, or ability of something (or someone). **Evaluation** is defined as making judgment about the amount, number, or value of something. These definitions frame the narrative around the challenges acknowledged for assessing data science programs, and the vision for what a successful assessment and evaluation strategy looks like, in an effort to bridge the digital divide.

Tools and methods to assess data science should be separated by teaching outcomes and learner outcomes. Types of assessment methods include project-based assessment, performance-based assessment, competency-based assessment, and skills-based assessment. These types of assessment tools should be developed and evaluated by an agreed upon (universal) definition of data science and data literacy (core competencies) (Discussed further in Data Literacy Section). A lack of these definitions is one of the primary challenges with assessing educational outcomes in the data science discipline.

Additionally, it is important to define what students should both understand and know how to do when finishing a data science program (i.e. theory and practice/application). This is the main challenge, as data science core competencies have not been solidified. For example, a student intending to pursue a data science degree could progress through courses including (but not limited to) the following:

- Machine learning
- Business analytics
- Computer science
- Technology / Methods / Techniques
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Because of its breath, however, the vision is that data science would be an entry point for individuals, particularly those of color, to careers including those in STEM fields, social sciences, and humanities. As Calculus has proven to be a barrier to entry for many STEM fields, we propose data science as an alternative entry point to STEM and other fields.

3.2.2. Stakeholders

Stakeholders include students, faculty, industry partners, non-profit organizations, and government agencies. External stakeholders may provide the necessary information to begin strategic planning. For example, by asking students which teaching methods/modes are most conducive to their learning and introducing evidence-based teaching approaches for data science, recruitment and retention issues can be alleviated, thereby increasing the quantity and caliber of students pursuing careers in data science.

Additionally, stakeholders may also include:
1. Faculty from multiple disciplines
2. Institutional Review Boards
3. Institutional Assessment Offices
4. Students, as they are the direct benefactors
5. Counselors, advisors, recruiters
6. Industry Human Resources (HR) departments and advisory boards

3.2.3. Broader Impacts

Assessment provides a process for identifying areas for making improvements and changes to curriculum and staffing. Evaluation provides a benchmark for an acceptable level of competency to measure learning outcomes and faculty effectiveness. Having a recognized assessment process that defines the role institutions, academic departments, and faculty members must play in the learning process will maintain a standard of excellence in data science programs and data science courses across the nation.

By providing proof that data science programs are working, the door to more funding opportunities and interdisciplinary collaborations will open. A broader set of problems will be solved with data. Additionally, broader impacts include bringing assessment and evaluation to the forefront of institutions of higher education. Finally, general education level competencies for a data science (literacy) program will be impacted, such that no matter who you are or what experiences you have, a data science program or degree is achievable.

3.2.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Assessment and Evaluation

While all acknowledge that formative assessment and summative evaluation systems are important for any educational initiative, there are major challenges that prevent widespread and effective programs. Time is a major barrier: grounded assessments that dovetail with learning goals and measurable outcomes for a course or program take extensive efforts by multiple stakeholders and regular updating and improvements as programs mature. Many stakeholders have sometimes viewed assessment, particularly summative assessment, in a hostile “high-stakes” way that deters effective implementation. Without effective assessment and evaluation, however, institutions and the broader profession will not be able to determine whether new data science education programs are effective and worth replicating.
Global standards for what students should know and be able to do by the time they graduate with an undergraduate data science degree (i.e. core skills and competencies) do not currently exist. These standards would differ depending upon a student’s concentration/specialization. Just as general education competencies need to be assessed, data science competencies need to be assessed. Currently, ABET does not have an accreditation framework for data science. Evaluation challenges for undergraduate data science programs fall into the realm of accreditation. As data science is an extremely interdisciplinary field with varying definitions, it will be difficult (initially) for programs to be evaluated for accreditation nationally, and even globally, especially when core competencies have not been agreed upon. As everything that we do and see is data driven, assessing data science programs surely fits into the national landscape of bridging the digital divide.

Credentialing, as an alternative to traditional classroom instructions, is a viable option for industry professionals to enhance or learn new skills related to data science. Emerging instructional environments grounded in constructivist learning utilize various interactive methods and learning activities for engaging students. There are multiple ways to achieve knowledge in data science using these new emerging instructional environments. One example of an alternative credentialing method would be the use of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) - content developed at host institutions using an appropriate learning management system (e.g., Blackboard). The development of interactive courses would require trained instructional designers to ensure the quality of education is validated. Another example would be to conduct boot-camp style workshops on data science using real-world models in the classroom, or as it is known by workforce professionals, “customized training”. Again, the instructional environment should be student-centered where instructors are mere “guides on the side, not a sage on the stage”. If universities develop the online courses within their environment, this will ensure the students will be engaged in appropriate program delivery designed for each institution with established measurable student outcomes.

Our vision for assessment and evaluation addresses both teaching effectiveness and student outcomes. Teaching effectiveness and student outcome assessment should be a continuous process addressing course improvements and academic program improvements. Evaluation methods should be developed to identify strengths, weaknesses, and best practices for delivering instruction. For many potential students, the option of attending universities for an entire semester or quarter is not possible due to many restraining considerations. The vision is to determine how to alternatively credential an individual as a competent practitioner in data science if they have not completed a two or four-year degree. Data driven discovery is steadily on the rise, and there is a need for diverse persons and perspectives to learn the tools needed to fill the ever-increasing pool of data science jobs. A continuous improvement process for assessment and evaluation should provide:

1. A strategic plan for improvement,
2. Implementation of the strategies defined,
3. An evaluation process, and

### 3.2.5. Specific skills and Resources

Types of potential assessment modes include inquiry-based learning projects. For example, the Inquiry and Analysis VALUE Rubric is an authentic assessment instrument which could be used as a model to
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assess data science competencies. The Inquiry and Analysis VALUE Rubric is designed to understand undergraduate student success at all levels (freshmen, sophomore, junior, and senior).\(^9\)

Independent Credentialing models exist outside of the United States. The European Union commissioned the Edison Data Science Framework\(^10\) Project, a 2-year project (started September 2015) with the purpose of accelerating the creation of the Data Science profession. The EDISON Data Science Framework is a collection of documents that define the Data Science profession. Freely available, these documents have been developed to guide educators and trainers, employers and managers, and Data Scientists themselves. This collection of documents collectively breakdown the complexity of the skills and competences need to define Data Science as a professional practice.

Both formative and summative assessment strategies are needed to tackle assessment and evaluation challenges. Included in those strategies should be an awareness of biases. Self-reflection and seeking expert advice on biases is strongly recommended in faculty teaching so that negative patterns are not perpetuated.

We also recommend the development of a data science “bridge program” to facilitate multiple (flexible) pathways for students to enter (or re-enter) data science programs.

3.2.6. Concrete First Steps

To pursue this vision we recommend the following steps:

1. **Identify** general education data science competencies.
2. **Articulate** the data science competencies to our stakeholders, and leverage buy-in of the benefits of a data science program.
3. **Establish** a project-based assessment protocol (portfolio materials) as part of a stackable credentialing system that will allow students returning from the workplace to continue their studies without falling behind if there are curriculum changes.

To pursue our vision of assessing data science, projects like the “Keeping Data Science Broad” series are instrumental, as they bring stakeholders from various industries and organizations together to converse about the needs of data science assessment from various points of view. We’d like to point out that, even in this meeting, there were varying levels of interest in discussing assessment.


3.3. Curriculum

![Diagram showing workshop participant contributions by institution type](image)

Figure 3: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=171)

3.3.1. Introduction

Curriculum, from an academic standpoint, is absolutely central to any discussion of an evolving field. No effort to educate students will be successful without a properly prepared curriculum in Data Science or related disciplines. From K-12, to higher education and beyond, curriculum encompasses a broad range of sub-areas including textbooks, proper pedagogy, and course scaffolding. Also included are debates on the proper technology or tools to teach and how to stay abreast of them. Similarly, curriculum development covers experiential learning and far broader ideas including understanding of how to bridge disciplines for course inclusion.

It is critical to the development of this discipline that the fundamental concepts about data science are accessible at every educational level, K-12, 2-year colleges, four-year institutions, and advanced degree programs. As the discipline continues to develop, it is anticipated that a diffusion of data science across the undergraduate curriculum will result in clear pathways for specialization around specific areas of expertise (e.g., data visualization, data analysis, business analytics). In a nation with an increasingly diverse industrial and demographic landscape, a wide range of needs exist within different student populations and types of educational institutions. Understanding the current challenges as the discipline develops, and outlining a vision for what the future curriculum might entail is a key component for ensuring effective and inclusive growth in data science.

3.3.2. Stakeholders

The discussions surrounding curriculum are not unique to one type of institution. Higher education institutions at all levels face many challenges in creating productive transitions between various academic levels and programs. While curriculum is traditionally the purview of educators, particularly teaching faculty, it is important to remember that many other groups should have a say in how it is developed. Students, as the recipients of, and participants in, the curriculum have a huge stake in seeing the content and approach be effective, relevant, and dynamic. The employment sector, including small business, large industry, nonprofits and government agencies, have an equal interest in the outcomes from educational curriculum. If an employer hires a new graduate and finds them lacking necessary, central skills, the curriculum has failed, and both employer and employee must struggle to remedy the situation. For administrators, having a nationally accepted curriculum helps attract students (and faculty), ensures smooth course execution, and generally promotes a productive degree program. From a governmental perspective, it is important to encourage educational institutions to graduate students who can fill the growing need across all kinds of organizations for effective data use. Improving the usage of data will increase efficiency in operations, reducing costs and allowing agencies to better address societal needs.
In short, a broad and inclusive discipline curriculum is central to the ability to serve all members, levels, and organizations within society. This ability to serve all is also why it is essential that all stakeholders value and support efforts to develop curriculum that promotes diversity, inclusion, and broad access. Lack of openness in the educational process risks the exclusion of important voices that must be heard.

3.3.3. Broader Impacts

One of the challenges facing the development of data science curriculum among communities of data practitioners is bridging the gap between practice and learning for all. The ubiquitous use of data driven approaches means that skills and knowledge in these approaches play a significant role in 21st century STEM learning across settings. The challenges to building data science curriculum are aligned with persistent challenges in STEM education more generally and refer to core issues of science learning. Data science offers unique and genuinely new dimensions of learning, and creates opportunities for sparking learning and insight in STEM domains that have been resistant to improvement. The development of data science curricula will assist in the development of an equitable and inclusive path toward a data literate society and equitable workforce pathways. The development of data science curricula will help align the growth of the data science discipline with both the needs of individual students and educators, as well as data research and commercial sectors.

3.3.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Curriculum

Identifying Appropriate Academic Levels

Challenge: There are questions related to the most appropriate academic level (associate, bachelor, masters or Ph.D.) and proper ordering of data science related material.\textsuperscript{11,12,13} The challenge of establishing an effective pedagogical ordering is often exacerbated by the requirement to use existing courses within different disciplines. These courses often include the desired content, but also a lot of potentially tangential content. As the field develops its own unique courses and degree programs, we expect there will either be more courses that are directly supportive of data science, or a shift within the other discipline courses. The extent of tangential material also feeds another major curricular concern: credit creep within degree programs. When existing courses provide the content needed for data science, the number of courses required to provide depth in data science may become overwhelming.

Vision: Figure 4 illustrates an inclusive initial and progressively narrowing approach to data science curriculum. The top, in its broadest, most inclusive level, addresses data literacy and general education courses. These courses could be deliverable both in 2-year and 4-year colleges, possibly even as advanced high school courses. Following these courses would be approximately 2 years of curriculum which would also be deliverable at 2 and 4 year institutions. We want to emphasize this point, as it is vital for the curriculum to be developed with both institution types taking part in the entire process, otherwise bottlenecks will develop in the overall pipeline. Some specialization may start to take place at this level due to different student populations and stakeholders involved.

The third and fourth layers lead to continued specialization of BS degrees in Data Science and related disciplines. Here the divergence into the “teeth” represents the differences in the curricula due to different participating stakeholders, different target student population and different Program Learning Objectives and Outcomes. Finally, at the tips lie the curricula for advanced specialized programs (MS, Ph.D.) targeting different specializations within the broad area of Data Science and Analytics.

![Figure 4: Degree levels and stakeholders for data science programs](image)

**Identifying Curricular Scope**

**Challenge:** What sorts of “foundational knowledge” are required for data science? As the field becomes more cohesive, this knowledge can be identified, however, it is also liable to change as new tools and technology are developed. This makes it difficult to keep course content relevant, and extremely difficult to keep in-print relevant textbooks. As new tools spanning the entire data science process continue to be developed and adopted, introductory curriculum that originally required a wider range of skills may need to be adapted.

**Vision:** As data science curricula and programs evolve, it is important to have a shared vision of what a data science degree means. A “shark’s tooth” model has been proposed to illustrate core competencies of a data science program. Areas include statistical reasoning, algorithmic thinking, data curation workflow, data management, content experience, data modeling, mathematical foundations, adherence to ethical standards, communication, data visualization, and reproducibility. Each area could be emphasized (or deemphasized) in programs depending on what various stakeholders needed. Right now, most of these skills could be acquired through existing courses in a variety of disciplines, such as statistics or computer science. However, some topics are merely touched upon (such as data curation workflow or reproducibility). These unique areas, and the need to see all of these areas effectively intertwined for productive data science, suggest that additional departments, and especially courses, will need to be developed to integrate this knowledge. Alternatively, colleges and universities will need to become more capable of supporting inherently interdisciplinary study areas.
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When we begin to think about how to evaluate this sort of integrated knowledge, we return again to the application and use of data science. Sample programmatic and student objectives in-line with these ideas are provided in the *Tables 1 and 2*. We envision programs with similar participants, target student populations, Program Learning Objectives (PLOs) and Outcomes to eventually converge into the same degree name (new or already existing): e.g., Data Science, Business Analytics, Applied Data Science, Business Intelligence, Decision and Information Science, or Bio-physics.

**TABLE 1: Sample Program Goals:**

- Graduates will apply knowledge of data-intensive processes to address problems in a specific application context
- Graduates will effectively communicate data related analysis to both technical and non-technical audiences.
- Graduates will apply concepts of data integrity and reliability to analysis

**TABLE 2: Sample Student Outcomes**

- Students will demonstrate proficiency in tools and techniques for data collection, management, and analysis.
- Students will solve real world problems using a variety of tools and technologies
- Students will apply programming skills to manage data and carry out analysis
Students will communicate data science results to a broad (non-technical) audience

Students will analyze data-centric problems and determine the best approach to solve the problem

Students will evaluate the potential bias, error, and data quality issues associated with a given solution

Participants in this workshop found value in accreditation. Potential accreditation bodies are The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) for more business oriented programs (such as business analytics) and The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) for more engineering/computing-focused programs (such as a data science or data engineering degree). The authors of this report would like to urge caution, however. It remains unclear exactly where more general programs such ‘data science’ might reside, or even what precisely an accredited program should look like. Likely, similar to computer science, there will be many high quality programs, only some of which will seek or achieve accreditation (through ABET, AACSB, or another body). One potential alternative, focused more on the individual (student), would be to facilitate or encourage graduates to become a Certified Analytics Professional (CAP) - an ANSI accredited distinction available through the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS). Another option, supported in the 2015 Data Science Education Workshop, involves curriculum guidance from appropriate societies. ACM has a long history of computer science, software engineering, computer engineering, information systems and information technology curriculum recommendations that have been heavily used in the design of programs. The American Statistical Association has published a recommendation for Data Science, as have a number of other organizations.

Sharing Curricular Design and Development Resources

Challenge: The inherent interdisciplinary nature of data science makes it difficult to have a cohesive presence for collections of materials appropriate to the discipline. There is minimal consistency across existing curriculums at different schools, which has limited sharing of materials, limits transferring of students and causes issues with matriculation from 2-year colleges to 4-year colleges. This is even true within many schools which house different “data science” programs that might reside in math, statistics, computer science, or business. Silos cause issues within colleges, curriculum, and more. Some efforts do exist; however, they are not institutionalized or even necessarily maintained. On the other hand, curating and maintaining such a repository is a massive undertaking.

Vision: As curricula get developed, standardized and tried, we envision the creation and maintenance of a repository of peer-vetted reusable curricular components. A similar repository of curricular material to what we are envisioning already exists for Computer Science. The Engage-CS repository run by the National Center for Women & Information Technology (NCWIT) has had a lot of success. Potentially this sort of material for data science could be included in that repository, or the model could be replicated for data science. The Ensemble Computing Education Repository, created with the NSF NSDL
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program, houses a broad collection of computing education material and does include some data science specific materials.

Co-curricular Experiences

Challenge: Another area of ‘curriculum’ that bears consideration is opportunities for co-curricular experiences like internships or apprenticeships. Providing these types of opportunities is made difficult by the fact that many companies are looking to hire interns from their traditional disciplines. Anecdotal evidence was given during the workshop that, in some cases, employers would ignore explicitly trained data science students, while students from within disciplines actually lack the skills companies are seeking to acquire.

Vision: This is a prime area that the Big Data Hubs can address, providing an important interface between companies and academia. By providing a narrower interface, the hubs can serve as funnels, helping companies to both clarify their needs and providing a modicum of standardization in the opportunities offered to students. Many programs and schools simply will not have the personnel to pursue and develop deeper industrial or governmental contacts required for the regular, high-caliber co-curricular activities an applied field such as data science needs to properly prepare students.

A Unifying Vision for Curriculum

Data science is an inherently interdisciplinary area of research and study. It brings together components of statistics and computer science and applies the result in any of a large collection of application domains. These vary from astronomy to business to history to journalism to medicine to political science and zoology. Every field deals with increasing amounts of data and the way of working in many fields has changed radically as a result. A basic question for a data science curriculum is how to prepare students to be contributors to any one or perhaps several of the application domains. Some fields will have raw data that must be cleaned and formatted before it is of any use. Others will have relatively reliable data, but will have very complex analysis requirements. Some fields can accept less than perfect results. Others, like medicine, may present life-threatening dangers if data is mishandled or misused. Is it possible to have one version of a curriculum that meets all the needs of all the fields? How should the differences be recognized and represented in the required and elective courses in a full program.

The need to use material that already exists in courses suggests that a more modular approach to course design may be useful. It would be useful to allow a variety of module combinations to create courses that are particularly appropriate for a given group with specific goals. Not only Data Science, but also other emerging fields could benefit from this approach. NSF has sponsored some projects for developing modules related to data science and machine learning.

3.3.5. Specific Skills and Resources

The resources to enact this vision are largely absent. We are looking to produce graduates who bring together a number of areas of study, basically computer science, statistics, and a domain. Yet, we would be very surprised to find one faculty member who combines all of these areas at a high level. Data Science is inherently interdisciplinary. Putting together a team that can adequately prepare students to work in a data centric field is very challenging.

Significant work has been done to understand barriers to entry into Computer Science, Statistics and other STEM disciplines. As a new curriculum comes online, it is absolutely necessary to be sure that it
implements and uses these best practices. For example, Engage-CS explicitly discusses evidence-based high-impact practices for encouraging broad participation.19

A repository of curricular material similar to what we are envisioning for Data Science already exists for Computer Science. The above-cited Engage-CS repository, run by the National Center for Women & Information Technology (NCWIT) has had a lot of success. Potentially this sort of material for data science could be included in that repository, or the model could be replicated for data science. The Ensemble Computing Education Repository,20 created with the NSF NSDL program, also houses a broad collection of computing education material.

A few publications have begun to outline what a full-fledged curriculum might look like21,22,23. More extensively, the European Data Science Academy24 publishes extensive curricular materials for a wide range of courses.

3.3.6. Concrete First Steps

Achieving this vision requires curricular developers to:
1. Understand the variety of curricula that need to be prepared to address the appropriate participation, learning objectives and desired outcomes
2. Develop the appropriate learning objective and desired program outcomes for each version of the curriculum
3. Develop the appropriate sequences of courses (complete with prerequisites) for each curriculum type.
4. Develop appropriate syllabi/course content for any new courses needed for the respective programs

3.4. Data Literacy

Figure 6: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=125)

3.4.1. Introduction

There is evidence to suggest that standing alongside the “digital divide” is what might be called a "data divide." Increasingly, the prosperity, innovation and security of individuals and communities depend on a data literate society. There must be a coordinated effort to determine what it means to be a data literate citizen, information worker, researcher or policy maker; to identify the quality of learning resources and programs that can improve data literacy; and to chart a scalable path forward that will bridge data practice with data learning, education and career readiness. Advancing Data Literacy (DL) is essential for creating an informed civil society. An inclusive, collaborative, multi-sector, multidisciplinary approach is needed to develop a bias-aware and unified framework and sustainable infrastructure that will allow for DL development. There is an urgent and growing need to identify and deploy promising approaches to DL that must go beyond basic data science and statistical literacy, a kind of scaffolding of basic DL skills and recognition of the advanced kinds of skills that data demand.

It has been noted that there is a lack of even basic DL reasoning skills, and there have been calls for improved DL across disciplines for over a decade. During that period, evidence based curricula have been proposed to address a lack of basic DL. It has even been suggested that a rigorous program of statistics and DL replace the Algebra-Calculus track. Increasingly, there is a need to identify

and deploy promising approaches to DL that must go beyond basic data science and statistical literacy. A scaffolding of basic DL skills is necessary as well as recognition of the advanced kinds of skills that are needed such as: emphasis on design, construction, visualization of large-scale data, as well as federation of multivariate data streams through computational analysis tools; enhanced exploratory, stochastic, pattern-seeking and interdisciplinary approaches; machine learning; semantic and ontological analytical processes; and leveraging of cyber infrastructures to make large data structures more available and interoperable.

Goals:
- A commonly understood definition of DL and how it differs from data science
- A published handbook including examples from journalism and academic papers
- Inclusion of a DL component in every introductory course
- Ensuring that DL is pervasive throughout curriculum (similar to writing across the curriculum)
- Teacher training to use DL approaches
- All students, starting in pre-K, will receive DL through curriculum. This approach will continue through middle and high school so that all high school graduates are data literate
- Using backward design from career pathways, e.g. data businessperson, data engineer, data creative and data researcher, to arrive at skills needed
- Define the relationship DL has to domain science
- Define other terms used to identify related sets of skills and educational experiences, e.g. Data Analytics, Business Intelligence, Big Data, Machine Learning, Deep Learning
- Data science will be seen as an engaging, creative and imperative body of knowledge
- DL will be the foundation of fact-based critical thinking.

3.4.2. Stakeholders

All citizens in the 21st century, by the time they graduate from high school, should be data literate. The degree to which individuals and organizations can manage, manipulate, and interpret data will determine their competitiveness or lack thereof in tomorrow’s workplace. It is imperative that data science as a general subject is explained in ways and used in examples so that non-STEM majors can understand its application in their discipline, while giving the depth and breadth needed to STEM and related majors to become subject-matter experts. Specific stakeholders include:

- **Academia**: those coming from pre-defined academic disciplines, e.g. business, math, computer science, statistics, management science; practicing data scientists with research interests;
- **Students**: undergraduate students will graduate with critical and computational thinking skills, understand the basic tenets of data science, its functionality, and its interplay with every major to be an effective user of data so that they may succeed in today’s and tomorrow’s workplace.
- **Industry**: In order for organizations in any industry to survive and thrive, data sciences will be a core function working in tandem with its core technology. Organizations will have to have a command of their data in order to be competitive. They will have to determine whether to invest in an in-house data science team or outsource their data science functions.

3.4.3. Broader Impacts

One of the grand challenges for communities of data practitioners is bridging the gap between STEM practice and STEM learning for all. The fact that the preponderance of important discoveries in contemporary science come from large-scale, data driven approaches indicates that skills and knowledge
in these approaches must play a significant role in 21st century STEM learning across all settings.\textsuperscript{34,35} It also means addressing issues of equity. The challenges to cultivating data literacy are deeply aligned with multiple persistent challenges in STEM education more generally and get at some of the core issues of science learning, such as the nature of evidence and inquiry, inference, and understanding the complexity of nature and ourselves. There have been calls for improved data literacy across disciplines for over a decade.\textsuperscript{36,37,38,39,40} What is needed is an equitable and inclusive path toward a data literate society. Data create unique and genuinely new dimensions of learning, and opportunities for sparking learning and insight in STEM domains that have been resistant to improvement. All citizens need to be data literate, meaning they will be able to employ fact-based critical thinking in order to understand the world around them. Students will be better prepared to apply data science skills to real world problems and also to critically interpret data when presented. Clear definitions of Data Science, Business Analytics, Data Analytics, Business Intelligence, Data Literacy, and related terms are a prerequisite for building consensus curricula in each area. It forces an innovative, interdisciplinary approach to higher education.

### 3.4.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Data Literacy

#### Public Engagement in Data Science

The emerging need for data science jobs has the potential to reshape the workforce makeup in the US the same way as the loss of manufacturing jobs, the emergence of the service sector, and more recently, the emergence of the technology sector have affected it. The success of such reshaping is predicated upon the availability of skilled people to fill these jobs. While industry is feeling an ever-increasing need for competent data scientists and data analysts, the academic pipeline for producing a qualified and educated workforce to fill these spots is only now emerging and there is a lack of a concerted and coherent message that would attract students to these disciplines. Proper efforts to address this issue would ensure successful career paths for generations of current and future students. There is a need for a coordinated effort to increase awareness of data literacy at the K-12 level, including accessible and engaging introductory classes that entice and retain students.

Additionally, beyond workforce challenges the democratization of data literacy is essential for engaged citizenship in this new era. To be able to understand the effect data has over our lives is a powerful social driver, and one that is being denied to the poor, working class, rural, minority, and disadvantaged communities across the country. It impedes the ability of the populous to fight back against unfair algorithmic driven policies, procedures, or practices due to an imposed barrier to technical understanding.

#### Data Scientist Engagement in Public Life

Conversely, no one should be educated in a vacuum, valuing only the data skills and not what it means to be truly literate, i.e. “having or showing education or knowledge, typically in a specified area”. In a
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specified area implies that if data skills cannot be translated to the world at large, with knowledge all of its context and nuance, you are not really able to deploy those skills within the larger society. For example, students can graduate with an elite education in computer science, statistics, or data science without taking any courses in literature, geography, politics, or other disciplines that orient them to the world around them. One anecdote stated that Ralph Nader’s wife visited the top engineering school in the 1980’s and put up a blank map for the graduating class and asked for one person to identify Iraq on the map, not one could do it. This same story could be repeated at many of our programs today. If data scientists are now taking on an elevated role of providers of modern social tools, the idea of data literacy also needs to be democratized to include a civic sense of what is known and unknown as well as a sense that skills alone do not equal knowledge.

That said, there is a need for recruitment and retention of a diverse body of students interested in pursuing a data science undergraduate degree. Those affected include: prospective students looking for an appropriate education and career choice; industry members looking for entry-level, comprehensive, and advanced skills; data science faculty responsible for direct recruitment, advising and training; and other faculty/departments.

**Critical Thinking and Computational Thinking**

Both critical thinking and computational thinking are necessary to be data literate. These modes of thought are different perspectives on problem solving, and are both essential skills for all citizens and all disciplines. Problem solving can be defined in part as identifying entities (or things); attributes (or properties, characteristics); relationships among the entities; and various perspectives, solutions, and/or extensions of the problem.

Citizens need to:
- be able to identify the expected range of data values
- discern whether an actual data value is incorrect, impossible, or an outlier.
- be able to identify the context in which a problem is given
- be engaged
- understand problem context and relevance
- start with what is given in a problem
- understand ethical and compliance issues surrounding the intended use of the data

### 3.4.5. Specific skills and Resources

While data and learning are nascent areas of learning research, existing research in a few areas of data and statistical science suggest pathways into DL. Core to understanding and advancing data analytic skills is the use of statistical inference, and advanced statistical reasoning for sense making of big data. Makar & Rubin propose that a learning progression of inferential reasoning would be possible, but learning research is needed to validate it. There is also a need for the development of new exploration tools to help provide opportunities for learners to explore data.

Recent work on statistical modeling and learning emphasizes the importance of models and simulations along with inference as an approach to bringing data skills to learners. Particularly well researched is the
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use of statistical modeling. Tinkerplots is among a small number of tools that have been widely researched in understanding how learners cope with large and multivariate data sets.\textsuperscript{43,44,45} Scientific visualization can also provide opportunities to learn and communicate complex statistical and scientific data.\textsuperscript{46,47} Ainsworth and Loizou\textsuperscript{48} show improved comprehension of complex science data through visualization.

Thus, while there has been progress on advancing DL on a range of fronts, none of these approaches have yielded comprehensive or generalizable and effective learning of complex phenomena that can boost DL broadly. Conclusions drawn from these studies are narrow and weaknesses in overall findings have prevented them from being generalizable. What is needed in the short term is an educational framework for DL goals; an accounting of the effectiveness of DL teaching and learning resources, tools, and best practices; identification of gaps in the capacity for, testability and utility of these resources to leverage against DL needs; and a strategy to develop a research agenda and culture of lifelong learning that recognizes and infuses DL into all aspects of STEM learning.

Several core and interdisciplinary skills and actions are required:

- Exposure to data science and a real world application of data science as related to relevant disciplines
- Computational thinking (critical thinking skills relative to computing)
- Communication and collaboration skills
- Ability to map real world problems to an appropriate data model prior to capturing the data
- Building habits of mind in order to be able to ask questions that can be answered through the use of data analysis
- Pedagogy resources for pre-K-12 teachers
- Problem-solving skills
- Math skills
- Computer skills

### 3.4.6. Concrete First Steps

- Develop a globally accepted definition of Data Literacy. This can be achieved through a distributed and collective effort, engaging a wide range of data scientists and data science educators, policymakers, community activists, and learning researchers. This process will require several iterations. The resulting commonly held definition will not belong to any one institution.
- Data literacy may be combined with a course in propositional logic to create a critical thinking course.
- Couple data literacy with a discussion of ethics using case studies.

● Demonstrate a portfolio of work analyzing and synthesizing articles, blog posts, videos, etc. in a particular field of interest. Student lightning talks may be used to facilitate this.
● Offer middle and high school teacher workshops building on elementary school work
● Develop critical thinking and computational thinking curricula
● Strengthen foundational math skills
● Strengthen application-based problem-solving skills

3.5. Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity
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Figure 7: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=71)

3.5.1. Introduction

An article published on September 15, 2017 in Science titled “Without inclusion, diversity initiatives may not be enough”⁴⁹ spoke of the need for diversity initiatives in STEM to concentrate on the experience of minorities in STEM and not just the numbers served. Diversity in this context is defined in terms of race, gender, religious affiliation, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and being the first generation in college. The variety of perspectives such diversity provides is as essential as that provided by the transdisciplinary nature of data science for innovation and growth of the field. Given the current and projected demand for professionals in data science and its relative youth as a field in STEM, tackling issues of diversity and inclusion head on should be a high priority.

The Science article cited above outlined barriers and disconnects. Specifically, how xenophobic, misogynistic, and racist chatbots were created through the interaction between artificial intelligence and social media that eventually needed to be shut down⁵⁰. In an era where elections and algorithms can be manipulated through fake accounts on social media,⁵¹ the need for diverse perspectives in the creation and analysis of data and in the evaluation of results is more crucial now than ever before. As such, data science requires an inclusive environment for all participants built on mutual respect where all perspectives are equally valued. To create such an inclusive environment, all students and faculty should have equitable access to such diverse resources including internet, quality curriculum, data science mentors, and technology. Currently, there exists a data and digital divide where colleges and universities such as HBCUs and other minority serving institutions, rural colleges, and many two-year colleges do not have equitable access to these resources.

Why is this important to the nation and for your institution types?

The Science article that is referenced above notes that "Diversity among scientists can foster better science." Broadening participation in the field will assist in filling the employment gap that is expected. Conversely it may increase the number of problems to be tackled, but also improve the quality of the solutions. We need to avoid the mistakes made by computer science in the 80's - 90's. This is a great opportunity for schools to work together (HBCU and other MSI’s, Community Colleges, and smaller schools) to strengthen collaboration, to share resources, and apply for joint funding to compete with larger schools. It is also an opportunity to build more equitable collaboration between majority-serving universities, in particular high research institutions, and other colleges for mutual benefit.

How does this challenge theme fit into the national landscape?

The workforce shortages in data science are anticipated to grow: we need to ensure all students have opportunities to engage in data science. For example, the Georgia Tech Research Institute has a Historically Black Colleges and Universities Outreach Initiative, providing resources for faculty at these classes of schools. Such efforts may be expanded to include students via shared online workshops and courses, computing resources, and access to the research faculty. Additionally, partnering with a local startup incubator provides an excellent way to collaborate, especially since we are now seeing a startup economy that is more geographically diverse than ever before52. We have an ethical responsibility to educate and identify data scientists that represent, understand, and empathize with the perspective of underrepresented populations. It is imperative that we implement guidelines to ensure that underrepresented and diverse populations are represented in and served by the future of data science education.

3.5.2. Stakeholders

Faculty, students, administrators such as department heads and deans, data scientists, lecturers, advisors, counselors, industry recruiters, college recruiters, system administrators and staff - all are affected by decisions made (or not made) in the interest of diversity, inclusion and equity.

3.5.3. Broader Impacts

If we do not make diversity and inclusion a priority now, we will not have it in the future. We do not want to repeat the mistakes of the past, so we must reverse the trend for the growing divide to make and keep data science broad. Diversity will bring a lot of ideas and voices to the table, which may lead to significantly fewer models producing biased results when trained using algorithms on biased data sets. This is a topic of current interest in industry and academia. There are few concrete examples of teams which did not allow biased data to leak into model results and no best practices. Ultimately, if we want to serve a diverse group of people, we need a diverse group of data scientists. At every university, there should be a program for people from non-traditional science programs to get information on where data science is being promoted among faculty and students of different disciplines. All graduates should leave college with data literacy.
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52 “How the Startup Economy is Spreading Across the Country - and How it Can Be Accelerated”, Michael Mandel, March 2017, Progressive Policy Institute, Retrieved January 10, 2018
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Industry values people with an innate understanding of the world around them, since their experiences are not based on living/growing/working in a homogenous environment. Absent diversity in data science, we end up with the type of diversity issues we have seen in recent news regarding Silicon Valley corporations’ racial and gender gaps. If more students have access to the field, they will be represented in the future creation of technology.

Currently, the majority of the students in graduate school in technical fields in the US are foreign born. Given the current climate of the nation with respect to immigration, many students who are in the pipeline for graduate degrees may go back to their countries when finished with degrees. This will negatively impact the US economy unless we are able to fill the void at the undergraduate level and can encourage more US citizens to go to graduate school. We will not be able to fill the void if we do not focus on making data science accessible and inclusive to all.

3.5.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Equitable Access to Data Science
One central point is that “equitable access” is not the same as “equal access” in the sense that a solution for one community does not apply to all communities. Several HBCUs and other MSIs, community colleges, small and rural 4-year colleges in the US lack access to quality data, tools, projects, and journals for data science, despite the proliferation of open data and open software across the web. This highlights the fact that our current school systems are inherently unequal, particularly in their access to knowledge about what resources are available, where those resources are being held, how to access and use those resources, connections to organizations that keep a pulse on new open projects, and the needed support services to effective take advantage of those resources. For example, a high school struggling with basic literacy and math skills for students does not have the bandwidth to attack data literacy unless it is tied to the teaching of other basic skills and associated with needed support services known to improve student learning.

There exists a need for data science courses that are adaptable and flexible to student and faculty interests and their geographic and financial needs. For example, it may be that a particular college may not have the funding for an introductory data science course, in which case incorporating data science into other courses which all students are required to take and retraining exiting faculty is another manner of achieving equitable access.

Inclusive Faculty and Student Bodies
Our vision is that data science faculty reflects the student body and society as a whole. We envision hiring practices that foster building a deep and diverse candidate pool by asking colleagues for candidate recommendations and inviting specific individuals to apply as well as by training search committees to avoid implicit bias. Once diverse faculties are hired, institutions would provide support for inclusive excellence. Faculty retraining from HBCU and other MSIs and rural institutions through visitation at institutions with strong programs in data science or in industry would also include extended mentoring beyond the period of the visitation. Inclusive environments at these institutions would support and value faculty work in diversity.

Engaging, Culturally Relevant Curriculum
In terms of teaching and pedagogy, we envision a more student-centered approach toward building curriculum which is engaging, accessible, and culturally relevant. Recruitment would be increased by breaking down stereotypes through outreach programs to high school students as well as to colleges students from other disciplines. Retention could be improved by creating support structures focused on first-generation and underrepresented student success such as orientation, mentoring programs, and seminars to help students learn the cultural and professional skills often not taught in the classroom which
are necessary to succeed in academia. Ideally, data science will become an essential part of the program of study for all undergraduate degree programs and all students can obtain full federal financial aid and pursue careers in data science.

3.5.5. Specific skills and Resources

Currently, there needs to be a higher premium on collaborations between the majority institutions and HBCUs/MSIs including small colleges in rural communities and two year colleges for example programs from NSF like HBCU-UP or Community Colleges: A Resource for Increasing Equity and Inclusion in Computer Science Education could be expanded or used as models for data science.

Secondly, StatFest, Tapia, Grace Hopper and SACNAS are models for an undergraduate conferences focused on underrepresented students. Structures must be created within these conferences focused on developing undergraduate data science programs and fostering interest in data science within underrepresented communities.

Finally, it is important to leverage partnerships with companies like Verizon, T-Mobile, and Intel to provide access to data science resources across institutions.

Additional needs and skills include:

- On-going implicit bias training for faculty, counselors, and staff at high schools, colleges, and universities
- More equitable funding of public K-12 education
- More equitable funding of higher education
- University programs to support underrepresented students for success in the field
- Universities need to look at themselves to see how they are affecting diversity perhaps through the creation of a diversity metric for recruitment and retention of underrepresented students
- Work in diversity is not valued for tenure
- Internet access
- Culturally relevant quality curriculum
- Diverse data sets
- Qualified instructors with a current, up-to-date skill set
- Conversations between R1s and HBCU/MSI is usually not one of mutual respect and equitable collaboration so we need to examine experiences of HBCUs/MSIs with R1s and promote programs which demonstrate a mutually beneficial relationship
- R1s usually engage with HBCUs/MSIs only as part of federal grant requirement (e.g., NSF broader impact)
- A better understanding of the difference between equity and equality and a global effort to promote equity in data science education in the US and around the world to attract a diverse pool of talented students to data science
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3.5.6. Concrete First Steps

- Exchange program for graduate students interested in the professoriate to teach students and faculty at institutions that do not currently have expertise in data science. (Could be short-term, e.g., REUs, or long-term, e.g., for a semester.)
- Utilize Data Science Hubs as a resource for professional development opportunities, as well as for curriculum development.
- Tailoring of MOOCs to meet needs of local community and college.
- Connecting all students with limited technology resources because of financial hardship with organizations who can provide resources, e.g. all students should have a quality modern computer.
- There needs to be an acknowledgement and discussion around the fact that there is a significant gap between data science at majority serving institutions and HBCUs/MSIs. As of today’s date, there are no HBCUs or MSIs that have a data science program that is up and running that we know of. As such, there are little to no opportunities for students from diverse backgrounds (e.g., academic, financial). From a faculty, administration, and research standpoint, there is a disparity between majority institutions and HBCUs/MSIs.
- Additionally, HBCUs and MSIs should intentionally seek out opportunities to collaborate with one another around data science.
- Mature multiple on-ramps to degrees/careers in data science (e.g., community college, certificate programs, HBCUs, MSIs and majority serving institutions).
- Federal and industry grants to R1 will be evaluated against what the R1 institution is doing to collaborate with and/or develop diverse data science programs. One of the criteria should be that the R1 institution works with an HBCU/MSI in order to receive the grant. There needs to be an equitable partnership between the R1s and HBCUs/MSIs in the form of shared intellectual property, compensation at the PI level and access to journals so the HBCU/MSI can publish its papers.
- Industry should go directly to HBCUs/MSIs to develop data science programs.
- Basic and advanced training and ongoing professional development focused on unconscious bias, equity vs. equality, stereotype threat, and culturally relevant curriculum is needed for all faculty, counselors, and students in the field of data science.
3.6. Ethics

3.6.1. Introduction

Much discussion has taken place concerning the nature and scope of human beings’ use of data. Connected with recent political figures and national campaigns, headlines that dominate the news media include mishandling of data (emails), selling of data (Russia), manipulating voting precincts with data (gerrymandering), and the social responsibilities of corporate social media outlets (Facebook and Twitter). It can be argued that elections can be won or lost because someone figured out (more effectively than their opponent) how to use data to socially engineer a result.

Questions about who is responsible for all this data, what privacy issues are involved, what precautions are necessary to ensure the data is being used in an ethical manner, what lengths should be taken to protect data integrity as well as security of the data and what can law enforcement do to obtain information they desire remain largely unanswered by the high tech world.

These ethical questions surrounding data are sometimes conflated with compliance by individuals and institutions to serve their own interests. It is not uncommon for unethical behavior to be excused by individual and institution claims that all relevant laws and regulations were followed. Ethical behavior is not the same as the avoidance of breaking laws. Laws making, as well as the educational enterprise, is a slow process and struggles to keep pace with the current exponential changes in technology.

For example, university researchers partner with Facebook and gain access to data without the consent or permission of the individuals whose data is captured. Even if the data is anonymized, there are intelligent algorithms that can determine with reasonable accuracy which data belongs to whom. Facebook users can legally be experimented upon without their knowledge but the ethics are less clear.

In the midst of these grand questions there has been an increased need for professionals who are, for lack of a better term, data experts. In all areas of industry, there is a need to be first, or to be better than one’s competition, to gain an advantage, or the upper hand in a negotiation. More than that, however, there is also the need to solve some very complex problems facing society at large such as homelessness, access to adequate health care, drug addiction, clean water and food supply, energy resources and climate change.

Given the tremendous consequences of the misuse of data, the harm that can be inflicted and lives affected, the need for clear guidelines for the ethical practice of the work that originates from data retrieval, storage, creation, simulation and aggregation is real and imminent.

3.6.2. Stakeholders
Just who are the stakeholders in the development of clear ethical standards in the teaching and practice of data science? In some ways we all are. However, there are different levels of stakeholders. Academic departments / researchers, students, corporate and community partners are all either directly or indirectly impacted or affected by the infusion of ethics and responsibility in the curriculum. When harm is done, blame will be assigned by the public whether deserved or not (in part) to these entities that had a hand in training the individual or individuals who are most responsible for that harm.

The good news is that ethics in data science and ‘big’ data curriculum is starting to receive national attention due to a few large issues that recently arose. In addition to the headlines mentioned previously there were several security breaches of large data brokers or retailers such as Equifax and Target, as well as racial bias that can affect facial recognition algorithms such as those used by Apple. The general public is beginning to take notice.

### 3.6.3. Broader Impacts

The biggest impact going forward is that we move from a position of cyber defense to cyber intelligence. Stakeholders are aware of and adhere to data security, ethics and privacy policies. The cross-industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM) is a model that is currently being used and will continue to evolve. Eventually, an algorithm on best practices of data science may be developed that is adaptive and changes with available technology.

Ideally, data science will be used ethically to address issues of social responsibility. Data scientists need to systematically omit biased datasets. Diversity in the field will help us recognize bias in code that is used to generate data. Data scientists use data science to make positive policy improvements. Stakeholders value the relationship between data privacy, ethics, bias and security. All of the key concerns, including, but not limited to social responsibility of data analysis projects, transparency, confidentiality, integrity and bias, availability of data, privacy concerns, storage and retrieval with security in place, who has access (permission), and training issues for faculty as well as K-12 educators, will be addressed early, often, and with socially beneficial motivations to guide the work.

The results will be seen in the development of more scientifically, professionally and socially responsible students, faculty and researchers in all sectors of the economy. The community at large and the planet will also benefit from more ethical data science research, as such work may also be instrumental in impacting and improving societal conditions as a whole (e.g., climate change, emergency systems, and medical research). These improvements will have a direct return on investment for each of the stakeholders identified previously.

### 3.6.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Ethics

**Lack of Training**

The former U.S. Chief Data Scientist stated all data scientists ought to have some ethics training. Professional organizations (such as the American Statistical Association and the Association for Computing Machinery) have published ethical standards for the use of data in statistics and computer science, respectively. Ethics training is a recommendation within the Federal Big Data and National Artificial Intelligence Strategic Plans. Many industry partners, including Intel, require data scientists to
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have ethics training. The rationale is because data science is being used to weaponize data. But the reasoning goes beyond malicious intent to include the prevention of inadvertent use of poor judgment with good intentions. But, how do you teach people to be ethical? Academia can teach ethical standards of behavior but cannot teach future professionals to be ethical.57

If ethics are being given proper attention in colleges and universities, then the topic is largely kept in silos and there is merely tacit understanding that the pertinent issues are being given the time and application that they deserve. It is no longer sufficient for the instructor to have limited knowledge of ethical data practices as it relates to traditional methods of research in the instructor’s discipline.

**Transparency**
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) published a report that attempts to define and understand many of the issues associated with data science and big data.58 In partnership with the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Council for Big Data, Ethics, and Society was created in 2014 to bring to light the ethical considerations in this space such as the definition of human subjects which traditional research has relied on.59 The underlying message is a lack of transparency about how the data is to be used and why. A few of the data brokers, such as Acxiom, have moved to a transparent model so that individuals can see the data collected and correct errors.

**Consent/Permission Issues**
Data scientists in industry and academia are often using data from underserved and disenfranchised people without their knowledge; worse still this data is being used to develop products for profitable advantages that do not help them (and may hurt them). At a minimum, if data scientists use data for something that is not transparent and/or haven’t received consent, data scientists should think twice. Data scientists typically do not tell people if they decide to use their data for something other than for what they granted by consent. In fact industry and academia are required to lead precisely because the law/regulatory environment is so inadequate in protecting the rights of individual privacy and person.

The use of data obtained by illegal hacking is an emerging question that raises a host of ethical, practical, compliance, and legal concerns. Hackers typically host this data on the Darknet, which would expose a student or faculty member to several problems aside from the obvious ethical ones, i.e., transmission of computer viruses to the user’s computer, and scripts which create a local repository of hacked data or illegal material. Data obtained by illegal hacking should not be used in an academic setting. In addition, aggregation queries can occasionally violate privacy.60

**Machine Learning and AI Systems.**
More and more often, we are relying on artificial intelligence. How do we deal with the unintended consequences of these thinking algorithms that try to do good but end up doing something bad instead (e.g., let’s identify all of the students in second grade that are struggling in math so we can provide them with additional resources). The problem is that now the children have been labeled in a manner that will follow them for the rest of their lives. The current ethical framework is not designed to address the fact that we have outsourced human cognition to a thinking machine. Who will be responsible for creating that ethical framework? Who will manage that over time?

**Privacy and Discrimination Bias.**

While obvious markers, such as race and national origin, may be removed from datasets, other data, which are retained, are often correlated with the omitted variable. A “good” model may very well discover these correlations. Even more problematic, when datasets are scrubbed of any obvious data which may result in unlawful discrimination, the outputs of any resulting models may still result in decisions that are discriminatory. By checking model results, a data scientist can guard against discriminatory practices. Further research in the machine learning field may yet yield tools which enable automated checking of model results for various biases.

For example, predictive policing, if not handled appropriately, can cause a model to self-reinforce. Police are guided to particular areas by a model, and make arrests. These arrests lead the model to assume that crime is increasing whether it is or not, resulting in a cycle of confirmation bias. These and other examples should lead data scientists to scrutinize their recommendation engines for biases and yield better modeling decisions.

**Vision and Benefits of Social Good**

Our vision is that ethics will be given sufficient attention such that when programs are being developed, no one is passing the buck. There will be a broader understanding and teaching of data ethics. Ethics becomes a part of data literacy such that it is a fundamental/foundational and integral component of K-12 education and undergraduate programs. We do not simply have students take an ethics class that is broad and general and call it done. As such, knowledge and understanding of ethical concerns will be a prerequisite for teaching courses in data science, statistics, and data literacy.

While we acknowledge that there is a lot of "social bad" use of data science, there is great potential to motivate and engage students in tackling meaningful “social good” projects in their communities that take advantage of available data. For example, the idea of data science as a social justice enabler (e.g., addressing homelessness, disasters and emergency relief, Smart Cities, Pro Publica analysis of recidivism models, Pro Publica/Consumer Reports differential pricing based on neighborhood for insurance) and the idea of data science to make meaning of data that non-profit organizations (e.g., museums, schools, community organizations) have collected but need help curating and analyzing is key.

Social good projects can also be used to attract a diverse group of students with broad experiences and interests to data science, and motivate student engagement. Specifically anecdotal evidence suggests, bringing meaningful problems to students attracts students with more diverse interests and experiences, and increases student engagement and retention. It highlights the key role of experiential education to model data science workflows.
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Many cities have found great value in participating in city-university partnerships through networks such as MetroLab. South Bend, Indiana, for instance, has seen tremendous growth in students not only participating in public works but as a means of contributing intellectual rigor to city projects and attracting a talented workforce to stay and work in a small town long after leaving school.

Data Science for Social Good programs abound across the country in academic, industry, government, and the non-profit sectors. Academic-based programs called Data Science for Social Good (DSSG) are now in Chicago (University of Chicago), Seattle (University of Washington), Atlanta (Georgia Tech) and others. The Atlanta DSSG’s 2017 class was started with a mix of graduate and undergraduate students with support of the South Big Data Hub. Also, Valparaiso University is attempting to move the idea of data science for social good into undergraduate realm. Previous projects completed last year included working with U.S. Geological Survey to identify microclimates in the Indiana Dunes and with Upbring (from Texas), to try and understand how flooding can negatively impact foreclosures and minority abuse. While most academic institutions have Centers for Community Engagement, some faculty members may be unaware of their existence. Professional societies and departments need to work to build connections.

Non-profits, Industry, professional societies and government are also now in the game. Non-profits such as DataKind match professional data scientists to social good non-profit partners. Professional societies such as INFORMS offer a pro-bono data science program that matches members to socially relevant industry problems. Industries, such as IBM, have created their own data science for social good program. Taken together government is now taking a strong interest in the benefits of data science for societal good but not only funding programs such as the Big Data Hubs and Spokes and the Data & Society but this winter convening a workshop to bring together all the different groups doing this work to forge a Data Science Corps (akin to the Peace Corps for data science). The first meeting took place at Georgetown University Dec 2017.

3.6.5. Specific Skills and Resources

Ethics in Data Science should start with compliance to laws and regulations, paying careful attention to the ownership of data, and respect for copyright. Any data scientist or data engineer should fully understand the provenance of data sets, including how the data was/is collected, updated, and stored.

Countries and regions, such as the European Union, may offer more privacy protection than the United States. Data Scientists should be aware of these laws, which may restrict data movement. Cloud computing is of great benefit here, since it offers the assurance that datasets are stored in a particular country.

---
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In any questionable circumstance, a data scientist should consult with the owner of the data, seek legal advice, or follow the principle of most restriction. By this we mean that if two or more countries are involved for a particular dataset, follow the legal and compliance framework of the most restrictive country. This ensures that all parties copyright and legal restrictions are respected.

An emerging area in ethics in data science is the potential bias in predictions or results of models. Academic researchers and industry are just beginning to grapple with this issue in a meaningful way. The University of Michigan is currently running a Data Science Ethics MOOOC on Coursera, where we can glean some recommendations in this area:

- Be aware that historical biases against marginalized groups will be present in historical data.
- Try to understand why a black-box model reaches biased outcomes by slightly changing the features and examining the results.
- Bias can be introduced by having insufficient amounts of data or non-representative samples.
- Examine your features - are they correlated with a feature that should obviously be dropped or obviously included, such as an indicator or race, religion, or national origin?
- Collect the minimal amount of data you need.
- Creating aggregates is a useful way to avoid exposing individual behavior. For instance, instead of using individual diabetes patients records, aggregate them. Diabetes patients will have similar profiles, which a model can use without being exposed to individual behavior.

3.6.6. Concrete First Steps

Seek guidance from existing scientific, academic, business, and legal standards of best practices. Beyond that, bring people from all of these communities together to create and/or adopt guidelines/best practices around data ethics as it applies to the various stakeholder groups and contextual concerns. Put it into one unifying set of principles and practices.

Attention should be given to the fact that curriculum is already credit-heavy particularly in undergraduate education. Provide some guidance to curriculum developers on how to embed activities into existing courses. One suggestion is to create role-based education and training (e.g., as is customary from a cyber security standpoint) around ethics in data science.

Documenting the existing social good activities in data science and highlighting them.

Highlight successful (graduate student focused) Data Science for Social Good initiatives. Also the STATCOM program (pro bono statistics consulting by graduate students) (See vision and benefits of social good above)

1. Identify best practices to translate social good projects to the undergraduate level (perhaps jointly with graduate students).
2. Support for faculty time (and staff assistance) to identify and nurture relationships with local organizations
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3. Create a "Data Science for Social Good" in a box toolkit for establishing programs
4. Have a resource for to help build connections between data scientists and communities.

3.7. Faculty, Staffing, and Collaborations

![Bar chart showing the ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=205)](chart.png)

Figure 9: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=205)

3.7.1. Introduction

The interdisciplinary nature of data science as well as the lack of a clear consistent definition of data science poses challenges for developing and implementing a data science program in colleges and universities. The challenges, which include institutional barriers and lack of meaningful collaborations across disciplines and with industry, are opportunities for enhancements in academic settings.

3.7.2. Stakeholders

Stakeholders include faculty, administrators, industry partners, non-profit organizations, and government agencies.

3.7.3. Broader Impacts

Society as a whole will benefit from more rapid advances in all fields from better utilization of data science in domain specific ways. This hinges on adequately trained and available faculty and staff. Universities can benefit from data science application by more effectively coordinating the efforts of multiple divisions in order to find effective approaches to common needs, avoiding duplication of efforts, and more efficiently utilizing available resources. Students can benefit by gaining skills that will allow them to more effectively apply data science skills to their field of choice, hence becoming more attractive to employers. Industry benefits by having access to a supply of workers who can hit the ground running because they will not only know the theory, but the practical issues involved in applying data science. Similar to academic institutions, industry can also benefit by being able to bring new innovations to markets, reduce waste, and enhance the lives of their stakeholders. Data science has broad sweeping implications for itself as a discipline and all other academic disciplines. By eliminating barriers, the cross-disciplinary nature of data science/analytics is allowed to develop more fully and effectively.

3.7.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to Faculty Staffing, and Collaborations

Institutional Barriers to Developing and Implementing Data Science/Analytics Programs

The siloed bureaucratic structure inherent in most universities creates a set of institutional barriers to the development of sustainable data science/analytics programs. Many perceive data science/analytics as a threat to “business as usual”. Others try to claim sole ownership of the field and exclude other disciplines. Added to this are the institutional barriers created by the relationships of the departments/colleges with
the central administration. There is often a lack of understanding by administrators about the benefits and the resource needs of data science/analytics programs. Some institutions may view data science/analytics degrees as a way to increase revenue quickly, but not as a viable sustainable long-term degree program. Additionally, slow and layered degree program approval processes discourage faculty and departments from embarking on developing new programs. Some states may add additional layers to this process, even involving other universities in the approval process. One final barrier is the difficulty in obtaining the qualified faculty resources required for data science/analytics programs. In times of tightening university budgets, retiring tenured faculty are not being replaced with new tenure-track faculty. And the faculty that is hired may not have the requisite skills to teach courses in a data science/analytics program.

Intra-Institutional Interdisciplinary Collaborations (Role of Faculty)

Data science as a multifaceted, interdisciplinary, emerging field of study that “focus [es] on the processes and systems that enable the extraction or insights from data in various forms, structured and unstructured” touches every discipline and industry. Faculties are major data science stakeholders, and are at the hub of the data science wheel. Although the jury is still deliberating on the boundaries of content areas within data science, there is agreement that the following content areas are core: statistics, modeling, programming, data mining, machine learning, visualization, ethics, research design, databases, algorithms, parallel computing, and cloud computing. Current faculty that consider themselves in the data science space tend to hold degrees in disciplines related to the aforementioned content areas. These faculties are central to developing; disseminating; facilitating knowledge acquisition; and advancing data science theories, principles, applications, and research.

Due to the cross-disciplinary nature of data science/analytics, working across the traditional disciplines is desirable at most institutions. Regardless of the departmental structure selected to house a data science degree program, faculty from the different disciplines will have to collaborate in ways that faculty have not historically operated. As a result, many questions will surface. Will tenure and promotion criteria change with the advent of more collaborative research outputs? How will existing faculty retool themselves through professional development so that they are adequately equipped to effectively contribute to teaching and research in the field of data science and academic disciplines that will benefit from and/or be impacted by the applications derived from data science, such as Analytics, Health Informatics, and other data-centric academic disciplines.

Faculty Training and Credentialing

To address the challenge of faculty who do not have the expertise and need to retool, many faculty bolster their expertise and credentialing in the data science arena by attending industry- and academic-driven data science training sessions and/or conduct and publish research related to data science. Training videos and classes offered by NVIDIA, Intel, and PyData are examples of industry-driven data science training. From an academic-driven data science training perspective, the University of California Berkeley, New York University, and University of Washington are offering training sessions and providing the educational materials as a result of funding from the Moore and Sloan Foundations. The National Science Foundation is also providing funding to support academic training in the area of data science. In an effort to advance data science as an academic discipline, faculty should take advantage of the existing data science training activities, and trainings should be made accessible to faculty from all types of academic institutions.

With the recent advent of master’s and bachelor’s level degrees in data science, there is a need for more doctoral level programs in data science and analytics. Because the spokes of the data science wheel are so varied, yet interwoven, faculty with degrees in related disciplines previously delineated would continue to
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be more prevalent until universities start offering doctoral degrees in data science. Therefore, over the
course of the next decade or so, a paradigm shift in faculty credentialing for the data science academic
field is needed.

Another way to train and credential existing faculty could be through non-traditional post-doctoral
fellowships (post-docs) for existing faculty. The post-doc research projects could be structured around
developing best practices in data science pedagogy as well as the application of data science to the faculty
member’s discipline of choice because faculty are needed with expertise throughout the data life cycle
and full data science ecosystem. While there are some books, research projects, and journal articles
dealing with data science pedagogy and other aspects of data science, more are needed.

The collection of data is inevitable given technological advances of today and tomorrow. Therefore, the
science of data including the knowledge, acquisition, management, storage, manipulation, and
interpretation of data is important and necessary for all learners regardless of discipline. In “Keeping Data
Science Broad,” faculty serve as the conduit for knowledge acquisition, dissemination, and utilization.
Therefore, not only should faculty teaching in data science programs engage in industry- and academic-
driven data science training, faculty from all disciplines that are responsible for or interested in the
application of data science to their fields and professions should participate in data science training. The
development of interdisciplinary application-based data science training would also facilitate
interdisciplinary collaboration and research projects.

Benefits of Interdisciplinary Collaborations
All faculty can benefit from data science by being able to more effectively train their students to be
workforce ready as well as being able to make more meaningful research contributions that are informed
by both data science and domain specific phenomena including, but not limited to, astronomy, biology,
business, chemistry, environmental science, medical data, political science, physics, social sciences,
behavioral sciences, the arts and humanities. For this reason, an introduction to the specific discipline and
data science course should be embedded in all disciplines. For example, multi-level courses could be
cross-listed courses and team taught - an art course that teaches “Processing” could be an advanced art
class using modern digital techniques, but also a computer science elective/topics course, because it
teaches a new programming language. Such embedded courses would truly foster interdisciplinary
collaboration.

Institutions will have to decide the appropriate departmental structure for their data science or related
degree programs, the tenure and promotion criteria for faculty teaching in the data science program,
faculty credentialing criteria to meet accreditation standards, how to provide professional development to
support the contributions that faculty can make to the field of data science, how to provide training in the
areas of pedagogical best practices and team teaching, and how to partner with industry and other
stakeholders for curriculum, student, and faculty development.

Collaborations with Industry
There is a lot of discussion around the lack of collaboration between academia and industry. There are a
number of different paths to foster collaboration, including research, pipeline of talent, skills training and
workforce development, experiential learning/ “customized training” (e.g., solving real world problems
for real companies) that improves the learning process, faculty exchanges, and philanthropic gifts to the
academic institutions. Academia tends to promise industry the best and brightest students as the outcome
from collaborative efforts. From an industry perspective the expectation is that academic institutions
would create a business case for acceleration of the adoption of data science and deliverables/outcomes as
a return on the investment industry is making. It is important for academia to be able to build a business
case.
Collaboration between industry, the workforce system (primarily serving the underserved) and academia is key. The relationship between industry and academic institutions create workforce pipelines, but this does not produce all of the data professionals that are needed in the workforce. It is important for academia to gain insights from industry about the skills and experiences that are needed in the workforce. The goal is not just to educate students, but to prepare them to go into the workforce. The amount of money that is available for academic institutions from industry is broad if they can focus on preparing students with a curriculum in data science that is more aligned with industry requirements.

There is a lack of opportunities for students at non-R1 institutions to engage with industry and workforce systems. Faculties are not spending enough time educating students on how to engage industry and the workforce systems already required by federal law to engage with it. It is important for academics to be proactive.

3.7.5. Specific skills and Resources

Administrators and faculty need training not only in data science methods but the project management skills, the benefits, and full complement of skills needed for data science work. The curriculum that exists in different programs should be made accessible to faculty creating new programs at their institutions. Finally, there needs to be a concerted effort to foster the ownership of data science across multiple faculties at institutions around the nation.

Cooperative ethos among collaborators is also necessary across disciplines. Sharing the stories of people who are working on interdisciplinary projects so that there is a broader understanding of what is possible and what is needed.

3.7.6. Concrete First Steps

1. Administration support for facilitating collaborative work across department boundaries. Cross-listed courses and co-taught courses.
2. Identification of common needs for data management and analysis across a wide variety of fields.
3. Catalog of existing programs and courses across components of the college or university.
4. Identification of best practices across institutions.
3.8. The Pipeline to Higher Education

Figure 10: Ratio of workshop participant contributions to this section by institution type (n=47)

3.8.1. Introduction

Future growth of Data Science careers is assumed to require a four-year degree. However, not all students are prepared to pursue a four year degree. There are a number of factors that come into play. College tuition can reach tens of thousands of dollars, putting a four year degree out of reach for many students. In-state tuition at a community college is often a fraction of the cost of a four year degree program and students at community college may be eligible for financial aid. Those that are ineligible for financial aid may need to balance the need for higher education with full or part time employment to cover the cost of tuition. Some high school students do not feel comfortable in mathematics, sciences or advanced classes and need another opportunity. Likewise, some high school students do not have a clear idea of the type of degree or career they would like to pursue.

Community (or two-year) colleges and other training providers play an enormously important role in higher education in the United States. According to the Community College Research Center, 9 million undergraduates were enrolled in public two-year colleges during the 2015-2016 academic, with nearly 4 million full-time. This accounts for nearly 40% of undergraduates, with nearly half of all graduates that year enrolling at a two-year college in the previous ten years. These institutions also serve a key role for low-income, minority, and first-time college students, as do other private or for-profit credentialing providers.

3.8.2. Stakeholders

Stakeholders include parents of K-12 students, teachers of K-12 students (including STEM and non-STEM coursework), high school students who are exploring degree programs and career paths, students at two-year colleges who desire to transfer to four-year colleges, faculty at two-year and four-year colleges, administrators at two-year and four-year colleges, and administrators at two year and four year colleges.

3.8.3. Broader Impacts

Data is involved in everything within the realm of K-12 education and life. Parents need to become aware of opportunities for students as they move into college, but also to advocate for a larger presence of data and technology at the school and district levels. Students in K-12 should become aware of Data Science career pathways and higher educational opportunities through meaningful pre-college experiences.
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many years of an undergraduate degree, then a one or two year master’s program before they can undertake useful work. Ensuring the future growth of the workforce requires an expansion to four-year and two-year degrees. At their best, two-year colleges give students access to many associate degree options or institutions to continue towards a bachelor’s degree. Past mistakes from mathematics, statistics (with a long list of required courses that limit completion rates), and computer science (that have historically had low numbers of completions for women, low-income, minority, and first generation students) need not be repeated. Implementing the strategies outlined in Lyon and Denner will be a necessary, though not sufficient, step forward.  

Through a concerted effort to align coursework at the K-12, two year and four year college level, there will be more students in the pipeline for Data Science degrees. Faculty and administrators are needed to ensure that Data Science is incorporated across multiple disciplines.

3.8.4. Challenges and Visions Pertaining to the Pipeline to Higher Education

The opportunities for data science at community colleges are dramatic. The interim report of the National Academies Envisioning the Data Science Discipline: The Undergraduate Perspective study noted: "Community colleges are well qualified to be highly effective providers of data science education while also serving as important partners for 4-year institutions that are considering the emerging role of data science education." Community college programs can serve to (1) be an entry point to inspire and attract diverse student populations to data science; (2) permit existing members of the workforce to retrain or obtain specific new skill sets to complement their education and experience; (3) create mechanisms by which students can certify specific or general skill sets with certificates or associate’s degrees; (4) build foundational, translational, ethical, and professional skills to support matriculation into 4-year college data science programs; and (5) provide opportunities for advanced high school students to begin data science training early. The majority of these purposes support undergraduate education objectives, while also targeting the specific needs of industry. Institutional, industry, and government partnerships are all important to the development of data science education that meets these objectives for community colleges.

An exemplar of the ways that community colleges support the workforce is the story of DJ Patil, the first United States Chief Data Scientist. He credits his community college education for the gifts of confidence, ability to write, and love of mathematics that led him to an advanced degree and productive work in industry and government.
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While community college provides additional opportunities for advancement, students who start at a community college do not usually have the same exposure to the courses necessary to pursue a four-year degree in Data Science. There is inconsistency between the courses offered at community colleges and the courses that will be accepted for a four year degree program. Only those community college classes that align with the program of study at a four year university are eligible for financial aid. This inconsistency means that students at community colleges that are interested in pursuing degrees in Data Science may lose a portion of their financial aid. There is evidence to suggest that there are fewer employment opportunities for associate degree holders. Without articulation agreements, community college students, many of whom are first generation college students, won’t be exposed to Data Science in their early part of education.

There should be multiple pathways for students to pursue four year degrees in Data Science. In order to encourage broadening the population of students pursuing Data Science, parents and students should become aware of opportunities and career pathways before entering the University space, while teachers and administrators need to grow capacity to integrate technology and data into their schools. There needs to be an articulations agreement between community colleges and four year colleges regarding what courses should be in the core of the first two years of a four year Data Science program.

3.8.5. Specific Skills and Resources

There is a need for flexible articulation agreements between 2-year colleges and 4-year colleges for data science programs. At present, if an equivalent course is not offered at 4-year colleges in that state it may not be feasible for the course to count for elective credit. More useful are equivalent courses that are included in BA programs that can count towards the major. There is a lack of 2-year programs to model an associate degree at other institutions. There is a perceived lack for jobs for associate degree holders. There is a need for training for teachers. There is a need for education for K-12 teachers, administrators and policymakers, as well as conversations the bridge the gap between K-12 and universities. There is a need for creative approaches to address these challenges that include:

- Developing a clearinghouse of courses, certificate, and degree programs
- Creating different entry pathways that could complement intro CS and intro statistics
- Encouraging schools to offering data science courses as general education mathematics. As an example, the New York State SUNY-GER (general education requirements) for Mathematics have the following learning outcomes: Students will demonstrate the ability to: 1) interpret and draw inferences from mathematical models such as formulas, graphs, tables and schematics; 2) represent mathematical information symbolically, visually, numerically and verbally; 3) employ quantitative methods such as, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, or statistics to solve problems; 4) estimate and check mathematical results for reasonableness; and 5) recognize the limits of mathematical and statistical methods. It may be feasible to design an introductory data science course that addresses these learning outcomes as an additional pathway. Such a course could allow an institution not able to put forward a whole data science AA program to help expose students to the field.
- Creating partnerships between 2 year and 4 year schools to help develop and update flexible articulation agreements for transfer students.
- Build on existing programs (such as the American Statistical Association's Two Year College Data Science Summit, https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Education/Two-Year-College-Data-Science-Summit.aspx) to foster developments in curriculum and faculty development.
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3.8.6. Concrete First Steps

1. Outreach to parents, students, and guidance counselors about data literacy and Data Sciences
2. Data-science based career opportunities available for associate degree holders
3. Curricular materials demonstrating connections to standard curriculum
4. Support for material technologies in students’ hands

Create the following partnerships and incentives:

- Partnerships between 2 year and 4 year schools in the form of professional development training workshops for faculty.
- Partnerships between 2 year and 4 year schools in the form of frequent communication and networking between faculty/administrators at the two types of institutions regarding the development and updating of curriculum.
- Incentives for four year college administrators, faculty, and staff to engage with two year colleges (and vice versa)

4. Top “Asks” for the Future

Participants were asked to give their top “asks” of the data science community to ensure a bright future for data science education. The group then voted on each ask, resulting in the top ten asks, or next steps, listed below.

1. Foster partnerships between different institutional types i.e., 2-year and 4-year college partnerships, HBCU, R1, industry and alternative groups.
2. Provide flexible pathways into data science education.
3. Time & space to discuss collaboration, especially with respect to curriculum “holes.”
4. Hiring female faculty, faculty of color, and female faculty of color because it’s hard for students to “become something they have never seen”.
5. Provide free (or subsidized) access to data science resources.
6. Provide access to data literacy tools and resources to students and parents of underrepresented backgrounds/populations/communities.
7. Supply access & training for JupyterHub in data science instruction.
8. Provide examples of curriculum for 2-year colleges degrees, certificates or pathways.
10. Develop data literacy resources for K-12 teachers.

5. Conclusion

There is clearly a tremendous interest in data science today, driven by a changing and more data-integrated society, as well as the changing nature of the workplace and our culture. In the 21st century, scientific exploration, industry growth, government policies and individual choices will all rely heavily on the use and integration of data science into new arenas. As such we must educate the future scientists, captains of industry, political leaders, and citizens to understand the power and limitations of data and how to appropriately incorporate techniques into their lives. This requires a fundamental shift in the traditional education process due to the nature of integrating data into all of these new fields, the speed at which new techniques arise and the need to include the entire populous in the efforts at varying levels. For this scale of effort an “all hands on deck” approach is needed where all of our educational
institutions, government, industry, and non-profit partners play a key role in equipping and maximizing the education, opportunity, and promise of this generation and the next.

In the US about 65% of students go to college and in 2017 data indicates that 39 percent of these undergraduates attended public two-year colleges; nine million undergraduates were enrolled in public two-year colleges in 2015-16. Overall, minority-serving institutions enrolled 4.8 million students or roughly 28 percent of the nation's total enrollment. A recent paper released by the American Council on Education utilizes 10 years of data from the National Student Clearinghouse to examine enrollment and outcomes at MSIs, and showed a completion rate of 66.7 percent, compared to a federal graduation rate of 43.9 percent, for exclusively full-time students at private four-year HBCUs as well as a completion rate for exclusively full-time students at public two-year Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) of 40.3 percent, compared to the federal graduation rate of 25.5 percent. This paints a more complete picture of the important contributions HBCU’s, HSI’s and community colleges make to the nation.

Therefore, a unified conversation is necessary and educational institutions included in that conversation should touch all elements of our society. Here we participate and facilitate that conversation among institutions of higher-education spanning community colleges, 4-year liberal arts colleges, and research universities, including minority-serving institutions (MSIs), Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSI’s), and Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander-serving institutions (AANAPISIs). This report synthesizes the views of close to 60 faculty representatives from these institutions with or trying to create data science programs. The Vision-Challenge areas described above were organically derived through participant input and clustered based on number and strength of the idea within the group.
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There was a tremendous response to the idea of envisioning the data science curriculum at multiple educational levels, faculty and cross-disciplinary engagement, as well as cross-institutional and cross-sector partnerships. Total participants included:

- 19 Minority-serving institutions (MSIs, HBCUs, HSIs, and AANAPISIs)
- 11 4-year colleges - non R1
- 10 Non-profit / Government / Organizations
- 7 Community colleges
- 8 R1 institutions
- 3 Industry representatives

6. Participant List

This document was developed through the contributions of the participants and organizers of the Keeping Data Science Broad Series. A special thanks and appreciation to program committee members (bolded) and all of the participants involved in contributing input through the community input form, content generation and writing of white papers as a part of the workshop, sponsors, and editors.
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